Board of Directors Meeting – August 2011

Professional Association for SQL Server
Board of Directors Meeting
In-Person – August 11 & 12, 2011
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Attendees: Rushabh Mehta, Bill Graziano, Rick Heiges, Mark Ginnebaugh, Geoff Hiten, Allen Kinsel,
Thomas LaRock, Douglas McDowell, Wayne Snyder, Andy Warren, Rick Bolesta, Neil Buchwalter, Jennifer
Moser, Lara Rubbelke, Mark Souza, Karla Landrum
Via Teleconference: Judy Christianson, Craig Ellis
Agenda for Discussion:
Thursday, August 11, 2011
1.
2.
3.
4.

International Growth
2012 Budget
Summit 2011
2013 Budget

Friday, August 12, 2011
5.
6.
7.
8.

PASS Events
Membership
Measuring Satisfaction
Portfolios vs. Strategic Direction

Meeting Minutes
Thursday August 11, 2011
The Board meeting began with a Board only discussion.
1. International Growth
Mark Souza presented feedback from the Global Growth Meetings held in Sweden, August 1-2, 2011.
Greater details were available in a PowerPoint presentation which had been distributed to the Board.
Feedback included a sense that PASS was North American focussed. The meeting participants felt
changing even small things such as listing dates in the North American format of MM/DD could move
PASS towards becoming more inclusive. They wanted the measurement of 24 Hours of PASS’ success to
be international reach rather than the current measure of attendee numbers.
There was a desire to increase value for members to encourage people to opt in and for more use of
Chapter Leaders and Regional Mentors. There was a request to make Summit content accessible to
everyone following the event. Allen Kinsel noted Summit recordings and DVDs are expensive.
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A key recommendation stemming from the Global Growth meeting was to appoint 3 regional
representatives to join the Board as non-voting members and build a global governance model. The 3
regional representatives were identified as Rob Farley (Australia), Raoul Illyés (Nordic) and James
Rowland-Jones (UK). A global growth portfolio would focus on 4 priorities: localizing communications,
increasing the value proposition of global chapters, supporting global events and exposing event content.
Judy Christianson noted the travel costs for having these additional positions attend Board Meeting and
PASS Summit was already included in the budget. Resources to support them have not been allocated
however the second Operations role proposed includes support for the global growth portfolio.

Motion To appoint Rob Farley, Raoul Illyés and James Rowland-Jones as non-voting members of the
PASS Board of Directors, for a one-year term commencing September 1, 2011 to support the Global
Growth Portfolio.
Motion: Rushabh Mehta
Second: Rick Heiges
Bill Graziano
Yes
Geoff Hiten
Yes
Douglas McDowell
Yes
Wayne Snyder
Yes
Allen Kinsel
Yes
Tom LaRock
Yes
Neil Buchwalter
Yes
Rick Bolesta
Yes
Jennifer Moser
Yes
Mark Souza
Yes
Mark Ginnebaugh
Yes
Andy Warren
Yes

Motion passed unanimously.

Action Rushabh Mehta will announce the new Directors to the chapter leader and regional mentor
distribution lists.

2. 2012 Budget
The 2012 Budget was discussed prior to the start of the recorded meeting.

Motion To approve version 12 of the Fiscal Year 2012 Budget.
Motion: Graziano
Second: Rushabh Mehta
Douglas McDowell
Yes
Wayne Snyder
Yes
Allen Kinsel
Abstain
Tom LaRock
Yes
Neil Buchwalter
Abstain
Rick Heiges
Yes
Rick Bolesta
Yes
Geoff Hiten
Yes
Jennifer Moser
Yes
Mark Ginnebaugh
Yes
Andy Warren
Yes
Mark Souza
Yes

Motion passes, 12 yes, 0 no, 2 abstain.
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3. Summit 2011
The Summit 2011 theme was discussed. This year there will be an increased focus on networking.
Conversations will continue after the speaker sessions. Networking pods and conversations will be
highlighted. Vendor traffic was deemed a priority. There was a discussion about the method of prize
give-aways to enhance shared experiences. The 2011 Appreciation Party sponsored by Microsoft and
PASS and a warm-up act prior to the keynote were also discussed.
Lara Rubbelke spoke about give-back opportunities at Summit, including a blood mobile on site.

Action Judy will continue to work on the party details and report back to the Board of Directors. Judy
will also look into an opening act (not to exceed $10,000) for the keynote. Craig Ellis will speak with
Marketing about lunch time options to increase traffic to the Vendor Expo.
Event Recordings
Allen spoke about additional video recordings at Summit. There was discussion about providing summit
content after Summit for free and the impact this would have on community satisfaction as well as on
revenue.
Rushabh spoke about the difficulty users experience trying to search PASS recordings online. He would
like PASS to support the creation of a community site that would have easily searchable recordings which
could be accessed without a sign-in process.

Action Rushabh will price options for having this site built and supported.
4. 2013 Budget
Douglas McDowell distributed a Budget 2013 process and timeline to the Board prior to the meeting. It
outlined moving to vision budgeting and starting the evaluation of the 2013 Budget after the 2011
Summit.
Andy Warren felt that collaboration and knowing what was happening in other portfolios would make
things more efficient. Wayne noted that with the timing of this year’s election Directors would begin
budgeting for a portfolio and then potentially be moved on, which could enhance the understanding of
the new person taking on that portfolio.
Douglas would also like to create a bridging memo outlining what has changed from previous years. He
would also request margin notes on the budget to indicate timing of large expenditures. Andy requested
reporting to see how budget spending was progressing.
Day one meeting adjourned at 4:00 pm.

Friday August 12, 2011
5. PASS Events
Vendors Relations
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Vendor management was deemed key for the success of SQLSaturday and SQLRally. The sponsor list has
helped chapters however they use it as the parameters of their sponsorship search rather than going to
local staffing companies for example. There needs to be more coaching on getting sponsors.

Action Tom LaRock suggested ExecCo, Al Shuler and Alison McDonald meet with vendors at Summit to
learn how to better satisfy vendor needs and gain more from those relationships.
SQLSaturday
Andy spoke about a community group choosing to run another event rather than a SQLSaturday. The
leadership group of this event provided list of things PASS could have done better. Andy spoke to how
SQLSaturday needs to improve, including becoming more inclusive to international events, for long term
survival.

Action Andy will look at post-event report from international SQLSaturday events to gain feedback about
barriers faced by international SQLSaturdays such as postal vs. zip code, and country drop down options.
The new Global Growth portfolio Board members will also look at SQLSaturday from an international
perspective.
SQLSaturday Precons
Andy requested resources to help smaller SQLSaturdays with travel for precons. Douglas suggested if a
SQLSaturday wanted a precon they would be required to have a precon sponsor to cover travel. Rushabh
noted PASS does not currently underwrite SQLSaturdays. Andy suggested a guarantee be associated with
precon funding, such as the selection of a speaker from a designated pool of candidates. Tom suggested
a speaker circuit to create more speaking opportunities and build speaker skill sets.
There was a discussion of the goals of SQLSaturday, including those goals in relation to SQLRally. A
matrix was created before SQLRally to position SQLRally between Summit and SQLSaturdays.
The resources requested by Andy to support SQLSaturday precons are in the FY2012 budget.
6. PASS Voting Membership
Currently PASS Membership consists of an email address. There is concern that one person could have
multiple email addresses and therefore be counted as multiple members. This poses an issue for
elections.
A tiered membership was suggested to differentiate a voting member. A general consensus was against
paid membership. The value of using membership numbers as the metric to determine PASS Growth was
questioned.

Action Geoff Hiten and Rick Heiges will form a membership committee to figure out dedupe the voting
list. This will not be done in time for this year’s election.
7. Measuring satisfaction
Andy requested a survey to measure PASS’s ability to address community needs and customer
satisfaction. He would like to see an outside consultant brought in to lead this. Judy believes Alison might
be able to assist with a survey.
Wayne Snyder spoke about a survey done 6 years ago to address similar concerns. Annual surveys would
allow PASS to note trends.
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Action Judy will ask Alison about options for conducting this survey.
8. Portfolios & strategic
Andy provided a PowerPoint presentation to the Board on moving PASS to a strategic role.
Currently each Board member manages their own portfolio. Andy proposed a shift to committees.
Previously committees, such as the Election Review Committee and SQLRally Planning Committee, had
been very effective. Committees distribute workloads and provide meeting minutes which are key to
transparency. Andy wants to keep portfolio but have new committees overlap various portfolios. These
committees would be chaired by a Board member and co-chair Board member. Spending would remain in
the original portfolios.
While there was appreciation of the increase in accountability there was concern that a volunteer run
committee could lead to gridlock and increased overhead with meeting scheduling.
Mark Ginnebaugh spoke of the various levels of resources in the community team. He felt this already
posed multiple sources of information and no direct chain for answers. He believes some of the continuity
for portfolios should come from the management company.
Karla Landrum, Community Evangelist, joined the meeting.
Judy expressed concern that introducing committees would increase issues with responsiveness to HQ
requests. Rick Bolesta felt it would actually improve the issue as there would be multiple sources
available to comment if someone is unresponsive.
Karla Landrum noted there was a limited pool of volunteers who would be willing to step into committee
roles and this pool is already strained.
Action: As Bill Graziano will be responsible for assigning portfolios, he will draft a plan to introduce Board
led committees. The aim is to have this finalized in November or December for implementation in
January. Anyone with suggestions is asked to contact Bill.
The meeting split into smaller working groups.
9. Next Meeting
Teleconference at 7:00 am PDT on September 15, 2011.
PASS Headquarters left the meeting at 2:20 pm
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